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Abstract: The article estimates parameters of interrelation between accession rate of unemployed people
quantity  and  gross  domestic  product  volume in Russia on the grounds  of  quarterly  data  for  1995-2013.
For estimation of model parameters the authors use the method of instrumental variable. Analysis of mutual
influence of unemployed people quantity and gross domestic product increase is performed on the grounds
of elasticity notion.
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INTRODUCTION Naturally,  an  important factor, determining balance

Labor market is more subject to influence of social unemployment level. Through the balance on labor
and political factors, influence of economic and financial market,  unemployment  reveals  its  macroeconomic  role
crises and shocks in comparison with markets of other as a  stabilizer  of  structural  imbalances.  Determination
resources. Labor supply and, thus, price of labor, of  possible  realization  of  a  couple  of indices <change
considerably depend on dynamics of country population in unemployment level; change of total product > at
total quantity and quantity of economically active existing public and political, economic and social relations
population. Import and export of labor forces, i.e. in a particular country is one of issues of political,
international  trade  of  labor forces have great influence economic and social security. Despite researches and
on country economy, including on balance in labor recommendations of the IMF on mentioned indices,
market. If import of labor forces can increase material adjustment   of   unemployment   level  and  parallel
goods production, characterized by a relatively low creation of new workplaces is an extremely difficult
marginal revenue from their production, export of labor process. Countries-exporters of labor forces face a
forces in its turn lessens unemployment pressure on problem of leakage of most qualified workers to other
economy and thus significantly reduces social tension. countries  of  near  and  far  abroad.  For  example, in

Among  CIS  countries  labor market of Russia is Russia  on  the  Second Congress of compatriots-
most researched and at the same time most non-standard graduates of Russian high schools, working in the
[1-3]. In all CIS countries, including Russia, a major role in Russian Federation and abroad, a decay of national
national wealth production is played by shadow science  and  education  was acknowledged and striving
component   of   resources   market   and  goods  market. of Russia for search of new ways of attraction of
It concerns both unaccounted import-export of labor intellectual and professional potential of compatriots,
forces and shadow salaries, shadow production and working abroad to solution of country modernization
shadow distribution of income and wealth. tasks was expressed [4].

in labor market and economic activity level is
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Countries, importing labor forces, face lots of each of the abovementioned values at the beginning and
problems of political, economic and social character. Here, at the end of the examined period, strict economic
firstly, one can indicate the change of national structure researches and application of elasticity analysis to this
of population and that is quite painful for inhabitants  of problem were not considered in literature up to date. 
post-Soviet countries. One of the reasons of the USSR
breakup was exactly centrifugal tendencies of union Basic Data, Designation and Stationary Test: 
republics on the grounds of nationalism. Secondly, labor
forces import, even if it is economically beneficial, except Y-GDP volume of Russia in prices of 2008, bln. rub.,
political ones, creates a range of social problems as well. 1  quarter of 1995-2  quarter of 2013. Source: Federal
Obviously it is very difficult to choose between economic service of state statistics of the Russian Federation
benefit and increase of social tension, destabilizing [6]
society. Q -unemployed people quantity, mln. people, quarter

Social policy is traditionally considered to be one of of 1995-2  quarter of 2013. Source: portal of the State
most important constituents of macroeconomic policy in university-Higher school of economics [7];
post-Soviet countries. Memories about social security P - oil price, US dollars for one barrel, 1  quarter of
that existed in the USSR are still fresh. Population 1995-2  quarter of 2013. Source: Mundi index [8]; y,
painfully accepts the necessity to pay for medical services q , poil-correspondent accession rate of mentioned
and higher education. Among social problems that face indices.
the governments of post-Soviet countries, obviously, one
of most important is unemployment level and the
necessity to reduce the pressure of the economically
active population surplus. It is connected with the
character of developing labor markets for which low
mobility of labor resources, strong differentiation of
payment for labor in different branches of economy, low
level of salaries in the official economy, high inflation rate
are typical. Market coordination method in countries with
transformational economy is also vulnerable to
convulsions, when country economy faces risks of
external shocks, economic and financial crises in
developed countries.

In this work we study connection between
unemployment    and    economic   growth   in   Russia.
Our results should in some way close the gap still existing
in this sphere  for  economy  of post-Soviet countries.
Main goal of this research is a formal econometric
analysis of unemployment dynamics and total national
product in Russia. Usually for this purpose the so called
Okun model is studied, which describes statistic
interrelation between unemployment level changes and
changes  in  country production. Questions  connected
with manifestation of Okun's law in Russia and in other
CIS countries are particularly studied in the article by
Ibragimov M. and Ibragimov R. [5]. As distinct from this
work, the aim of our present research is to study
interconnection between the change of unemployed
people quantity and GDP volume with the help of
economic notion of elasticity. Despite the presence of
simple examples of calculation arithmetic of similar
elasticity, using, for example, only two observations on
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Dickey-Fuller test of stationarity
Indices

Y -3.48
Q -3.47U

Poil -3.28
y -9.42
q -7.13u

poil -6.26

Remark: Dickey-Fuller criterion is checked on the
grounds  of   regression Y = + t + Y  + . TecT H :t 0 t-1 t 0

 =0 conducted for statistics  on the basis of the

table DF. If statistic value lies to the left of critical value
(critical values are negative ones) at this level of
significance, then null hypothesis about unit root is
rejected  and  the  process  is acknowledged as stationary
(in the context of this work). Otherwise hypothesis is not
rejected and the process can contain unit roots, i.e. be a
non-stationary (integrated) historic series.

Table DF: Critical values of Dickey-Fuller statistics [8, p. 563]
Determined regressors 10% 5% 1%
Only Y -2.57 -2.86 -3.43t-1

Y and trend time -3.12 -3.41 -3.96t-1

Therefore, according to Dickey-Fuller test, y, q , poilu

values can be acknowledged stationary. Please, note that
in voluminous values time series of these indices
according to Dickey-Fuller test are non-stationary, what
is well formed with the conclusions of Kwiatkowski, D.
Phillips P., Schmidt P. and Shin Yo [10].
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Problems Connected with Data: Difficulty of parameters Error  in  Variables:  In  case  of  measurement errors, the
estimation of unemployed people quantity correlation results of estimation can significantly differ from reality.
models and GDP increase consists in the fact that If variables  in  regression are measured with an error, then
regressor turns out to be correlated with an  error. results  of  regression estimation with the help of OLS turn
Tsyplakov A. [11] indicates four most indicative reasons out to be shifted. It happens due to the fact that
of correlation between regressor and an error: measurement  error  of  regression  variables  becomes

Omitted variables, correlated with regressor in use; measurements intrude regressors themselves and
Regressors, measured with an error ("errors in regression errors as well in such a way that a regression
variables"); error and regressions turn out to be correlated between
Simultaneous interrelations between variables themselves.
(reverse causality or actual endogeneity of This problem is quite essential in case of national
regressors); income and unemployment. Let's mention only some
Lag of dependent variable in the right side of typical reasons of their measurement errors. 
regression with autocorrelated error. Official data about national income volume take its

Let's examine each of these cases, as it is done by shadow economy are inobservant, estimation of their
Tsyplakov A. [11]. volume can be only indirect. Usually statistic organs

Omitted Variables: As the  change of unemployed people available estimation of shadow economy volume [12, 13].
quantity, except change of national product, is influenced Estimation of shadow economy in percents of official GDP
by a whole number of other factors then correlation (21-30 percents for countries with transition economy),
Q =f(Y) contains unobservable variables q , …, q : executed by Schneider F. and Enste D. [13], concernsU 1 m

Q = f(Y) + g(q ,…,q ) + v. (1) then. Moreover shadow economy influences economicU 1 m

Let's suppose that in equation (1) a v error is not a convincing explanation of how expansion of the shadow
correlated with Y q , i=1,..,m. As variables q , …, q  are economy or informal sector affect economic growth.i 1 m

unobserved, instead of regression (1) we are forced to According to some studies, shadow economy restrains
estimated regression Q =f(Y) + , that is why an error has GDP growth. In these studies it is stated that reduction ofU

the appearance of = g(q ,…,q ) + v. If there is an shadow economy leads to tax yield increase, stimulating1 m

interrelation between regressor Y and unobserved increase of state expenses, especially on infrastructure
variables, then regressor Y will take on itself a part of and services that support production widening process,
influence of q , …, q variables on a dependable variable in result of which increase of general rate of economic1 m

Q ,  therefore  regression  coefficients in equation Q =f(Y) growth takes place. Opposite point of view is that informalU U

+  will be shifted. sector is more competitive and efficient than official

Simultaneity (Bilateral Causality): Simultaneity occurs general economic growth. Certainly, empirical studies
when two or more variables influence each other so that have shown that at least two thirds of income, earned in
their values are determined endogenously from some shadow economy is quickly spent in official economy. In
equation system. In case of unemployed people quantity Germany and Austria two thirds of value added produced
and volume of national product one can say that in each in shadow economy would not have been produced at all
time period we fix only their simultaneous, "equilibrium" if there was no shadow economy. In 1960-1984 years
values. To identify dependence parameters of income in parallel economy in the United Kingdom
unemployed people quantity and national product, it is essentially exceeded consumer expenditures, especially
necessary to form a space cut of all factors  that  affect on durable goods and services. Of course, one should
these indices, i.e. to create a situation "all other take into account positive influence of such expenditures
conditions being equal". Otherwise there is a problem of on economic growth and income from indirect taxes.
regressors endogeneity, what brings to shifted estimation Examples, given above with sources, are  mentioned  in
of regression coefficients. the  article  by  Schneider  F.  and Enste D. [13].

part of regression error. As a result of an error, regressor

shadow component not to the full extent. As results of

correct national income level increasingly, relying on

provision of 1988-2000 and could have changed since

growth. Theoretical and empirical studies do not provide

sector, that is why growth of shadow economy stimulates
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Methods of quantitative estimation of unobserved Analysis of Connection Between Unemployment and Gdp
economy parameters in statistic calculations for CIS Growth with the Help of Elasticity Notion: In this division
countries are stated in reports of representatives of we will try to state the relation between unemployed
statistic organs of these countries at the Seminar people quantity and GDP growth rate in Russia with the
regarding questions of statistic estimation of unobserved help of elasticity notion. In other words, we will try to
economy, Sochi, 16-20 October 2000 [14]. answer the question: how unemployed people quantity

Determination of unemployed people quantity change and Russian economy growth speed are
presupposes measurement of total volume of labor force correlated?
of the country and the quantity of employed population First of all, let's first examine statistic interrelation
in formal and informal economy. However many indices of
unofficial economy are unobserved and are stated only
indirectly. That is why it seems impossible to calculate
quantity of people engaged in unofficial (including
shadow) economy.  Moreover,  the situation is worsened
by the fact that some employees set to the second,
shadow work, executing it after or even during their
working day on official places of work. First of all, it is
connected with low level of payment for official labor.

Along with it, quantity of registered unemployed
people is significantly different from the real quantity of
unemployed.  It  happens at least because of the fact that
in many post-Soviet countries transaction expenses of
registration in labor exchange are high and unemployment
benefit is low.

In some countries, including Russia, big employers
often prefer not to discharge employees, but to transfer
them to short-time working week or give them unpaid
leave for an indefinite period. Moreover, in the book of
V.E. Gimpelson and R.I. Kapelyushnikov "Salary in
Russia: Evolution and differentiation" [2] it is confirmed
that this is the practice of not only big employers, this is
one of main differences of the Russian system of labor
organization. Such practice also troubles the right
calculation of unemployment rate in the country.

Autocorrelated   Errors   in    Dynamic  Regression: In
regression with time series with fully exogenous
regressors,  autocorrelation of errors  does  not  lead to
shift and estimation inconsistency (although usual
covariance matrix estimation  will  be insolvent).
Although, if among regressors lags of dependent variable
are present, then estimations of usual OLS will be
inconsistent.  This  is  explained by the fact that in this
case lags of dependent variable will, likely, be correlated
with an error [11].

For acquisition of unbiased and consistent estimates
of economic model parameters in situations when there
are (theoretically allowed) correlation interrelations
between independent variables and an error,
approaches and methods are recommended, based on
application of instrumental variables [11, 15-18, 20].

between accession rate of unemployed people quantity
and GDP volume of Russia (Tempo model is chosen
because  of  nonstationarity of unemployed people
quantity time series and GDP volume). Let's assume that
in regression q =  + y+  regressor y is accidental andu

hypothesis that  error does not depend on regressor is
infringed, i.e. corr(y, )  0. It is possible to acquire
constituent estimation of regression coefficients q =u

+ y+ , if a set of instrumental variables (instruments)
Z=(z ,…, z ), satisfying the following requirements, is1 m

used.

Z instruments are non-correlated with an  error
(otherwise, the method will give inadequate
estimation, as well as OLS): corr(z , ) = 0, i =1,…, m.i

Z  instruments  are  quite  intensely  correlated  with
y regressor, i.e. are relevant: corr(z ,y)  0, i =1,…,m.i

Once instruments are selected, two-stage least
squares (TSLS) method is applied. 

On the first stage a y regression is made up on
Z=(z ,…, z ):1 m

y=a+b  z  +…+b  z  + v. (2)1 1 m m

On the second stage in initial regression instead y,
values, calculated on regression (2) are used:

.

The point is in using regressor "cleared from errors". 

Correct selection of instruments a model of
instrumental variables allows to acquire unbiased and
consistent estimations of model coefficients. However,
there is still a problem associated with standard errors of
regression coefficients. This problem is explained by
Orlov [20], Huber [21], David [22], Ripley [23], Stock and
Watson [9]. For example, Stock and Watson [9] in Chapter
12 “Instrumental Variables Regression”, p. 437, write:
"There   are  two  moments  that  need   to   be   taken  into
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consideration at calculation of standard mistakes when Estimated regression has the appearance (refer to table 1):
applying two-step OLS. First of all, standard error values
on the second stage of regression are incorrect, as they q =0.0051 -0.5269 y.
don't take into consideration the fact that this is the
second stage of the two-stage process. In particular, on Passing  on  to  voluminous  values,  we have:
the second stage of OLS, in standard errors it is not taken Q =A.Y  e  At t=0 (1995:1): Q =6.8, Y=5354.95, i.e.
into account that the second stage of regression uses A=626.9: Q =626.9  e .
predicted values of endogenous variables. Formulas of It means that elasticity Q  in relation to Y is equal to
standard errors that make necessary corrections, are Y(Q )=-5269. CooT TcT vvo, ecT ÷vocTü Y ïo
included and are automatically used in commands of oTvoø v þ Q  pe e a  Q (Y)=-1.9.
econometric software of two-step OLS regression. That is GDP volume of Russia in relation to unemployed
why this questions does not matter in practice if people quantity is elastic, when . In observed
specialized commands of two-step OLS regression are
used. Second of all, as a rule, u error can be
heteroscedastic (u• is an error, representing measuring
fault and/or appears as a result of omitted factors). That
is why it is important to use reliable heteroscedastic-
robust versions of standard errors. Exactly by the same
reason it is very important to use  heteroscedastic-robust
values of standard mistakes for OLS estimations of
coefficients in a multiple regression model".

That is why at realization of instrumental variables
method we calculated robust standard errors of
regressions coefficient on the first and on the second
stages of TSLS and on their grounds correspondent
confidence intervals of coefficients are made up.

We estimated regression of accession rate of
unemployed people quantity q  on accession rate of GDPu

volume y on the grounds of quarter data for the period of
1995:2-2013:2 (sampling volume n=73) using instrumental
 variables    method    with   instruments poil- accession
rate of raw oil price in US dollars for barrel and q1,q2, q3
(qi-artificial variables, corresponding to the quarters of
the year so that qi variable acquires value 1, if time t =1
corresponds to i quarter of the year. Otherwise qi variable
acquires value 0).

u

u u
-0.5269 0.0051t

u
Y-0.5269 0.0051t

u

u

u u

period 1995:1-2013:2 in Russia a condition of elasticity
 was fulfilled.

So, from 1995:1 to 2013:2 factors, that affect the GDP
and the quantity of unemployed people in Russia were
such that a 1% decrease in the quantity of unemployed
people was adequate to GDP growth more than to 1%. It
means that measures, in case of application of which
quantity of unemployed people reduces, will lead to even
greater effect in terms of GDP accession increase. 

Remark: Robust standard coefficient errors are given in
brackets.

Let's note that notion of "unemployment reduction"
is ambiguous, even "unemployed people quantity"
abstractly does not bear useful economic information
without including conditions specific for every country,
such as: total population and employable population
quantity, economically active population quantity,
technology level, total wealth of the country, method of
economic activity coordination, prevailing in the country,
natural environments etc. Generally speaking, in theory,
using any method of economic activity coordination it is
possible to reduce the quantity of unemployed people if

Table 1: Two-stage linear regression of accession rate of unemployed people quantity in relation to accession rate of GDP volume of Russia (1995:2 - 2013:2,

n=73)

Regressors Dependable  variable [95% confidence interval]

y -0.5269 (0.087) [-0.701, -0.353]

const 0.0051 (0.0074) [-0.0096, 0.0198]

R2 0.43

F(m,n-m-1) F( 1, 71) = 36.61

Prob>F 0.0000

Instrumental variables poil, q1, q2 q3l

F-statistics of the first step F(4,68) = 257.19

J-test of extra-identifying limits and significance level F=0.001.00
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Fig. 1: Rolling value of elasticity of unemployed people quantity in relation to GDP volume 

such an aim is set before the society. But will it influence 46  quarter till the 65  quarter, i.e. from the 4  quarter of
economic growth or will the contrary happen? That is 2006 to the 3  quarter of 2011. 
why, obviously, one should observe correlation
"unemployed people quantity-economic growth" only CONCLUSION
implicitly. GDP accession rate and change of unemployed
people quantity are only two of many other indices, Elasticity  analysis  with  its standard interpretation
characterizing economy of a particular country in a certain in the sense of the influence of interest changes in one of
historical period. Nevertheless if one creates conditions examined values on the other, allows to get useful
that will lead to the change of one of the two indices alternative conclusions that complement the conclusions
<GDP accession rate; quantity of unemployed people arising from estimations of Okun models. Apart from it,
accession rate>, then one can hope that the other index elasticity coefficient estimations of unemployment in
changes correspondingly. relation to output and vice versa can be acquired

Rolling Definition of Elasticity: Temporal dynamics of rates of examined values. The last regression is a useful
elasticity in different periods is of some interest. In other alternative to standard Okun regressions and can be used,
words, what was elasticity value of unemployed people particularly, in analysis of conclusions reliability, resulting
quantity in relation to GDP volume in 90s, 2000s and from Okun law estimations and its analogues. 
2010s? For analysis let's use the method of rolling Application of elasticity notion allows to identify
regression-the procedure of regression parameters weather GDP volume is elastic in relation to
estimation on sampling interval of constant width unemployment (i.e. elasticity coefficient of GDP volume in
consistently shifted in time. The  method  allows  to  build relation to unemployment is more than one) or inelastic
up the trajectory of coefficient estimations together with (elasticity coefficient is less than one). These conclusions
their confidence limits and test the hypothesis about are important because, if the abovementioned elasticity
coefficient of regression equation. coefficient is more than one, then economic policy

We  obtained  the  results on the accession rate data measures directed to reduction of unemployment, have
of unemployed people quantity and GDP with a window even bigger concomitant effect in the sense of GDP
width of 20 quarters (5 years). For the first 20 quarters a volume increase. And vice versa, measures, directed to
two-stage instrumental regression of accession rate of the increase of GDP volume, have even bigger effect in
unemployed people quantity to GDP accession rate with the sense of concomitant reduction of unemployment in
the same instruments as in a common case is calculated case if this elasticity is less than one.
(refer to table 1). Then the window is shifted to one It is also necessary to notice that there is a number of
quarter and regression for the period from the second to economic and econometric arguments pointing at
the 21  quarter is estimated and so on up to the end of the justifiability of instrumental variables method applicationst

whole observed period. Results of rolling regression are that is used in the analysis.
given in table of the Supplement and in the figure. In particular, it is worth noticing that a number of

As it is seen from the figure and table of the researches in literature especially underline relative
Supplement, a minimum value of elasticity (in absolute stability or, more specifically, strong inertness or
magnitude) was observed in 90s, then it began growing "glutiness" of employment level (unemployment) as a
having reached the maximum value in the window from the main  durable  differential characteristic of labor market of

th th th

rd

routinely with the help of regression, including accession
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Russia. Gimpelson and Kapelyushnikov [] affirm that main 5. Ibragimov, M. and R. Ibragimov, 2013.
explanations of Russian labor market mechanisms stability Unemployment and Output dynamics in CIS
consist in working time flexibility (with provision of countries: Okun’s law revisited. The Kazan economic
administrative leaves or transfer of personnel to shorter bulletin, 5(2): 46-52.
working time during economic recessions) and salary 6. Federal service of state statistics: Date view:
payment flexibility, allowing enterprises to withhold 03.02.2014 http://www.gks.ru/wps/wcm/connect/
increase of expenses on labor force in the period of rosstat_main/rosstat/ru/statistics/accounts/#
recession (in particular, using inflationary depreciation of 7. Quantity of unemployed. Date view: 03.02.2014
actual salary; reduction of premiums and bonuses that http://sophist.hse.ru/exes/tables/UNEMPL_Q.htm
consist a considerable part of a total salary; mechanisms 8. Crude Oil (petroleum) Monthly Price-US Dollars per
of salaries payable; reduction of unaccounted payments Barrel. 03.02.2014 http://www.indexmundi.com/
and shadow salaries). In the abovementioned work a commodities/?commodity=crude-oilandmonths=360
number of institutional factors is also discussed, 9. Stock, J.H. and M.W. Watson, 2006. Introduction to
explaining observable (reverse) asymmetry in employment Econometrics. Second edition. AW.
and salary in the Russian labor market and the role of 10. Kwiatkowski, D., P.C.B. Phillips, P. Schmidt and Yo.
inferior execution of legal acts concerning salaries and Shin, 1992. Testing the null hypothesis of
employment in Russia is also particularly underlined. stationarity against the alternative of a unit root.
Inflexibility of employment (unemployment) in Russia, Journal of Econometrics, 54: 159-178.
consisting in insignificant degree of its immediate 11. Tsyplakov, E., 2007. Excursion to the world of
response to changes in economic conditions and external instrumental variables, Quantile, (2): 21-47. Date
shocks, provides additional arguments in favor of view: 28.02.2014. http://quantile.ru/02/02-AT.pdf
instrumental variable method application. 12. Kulekeev, Zh.A., 1997. Shadow economy in

It should be emphasized that results of rigorous Kazakhstan: causes and consequences for
formal econometric tests allow to make a conclusion about macroeconomic stabilization. Economy of
justifiability of instrumental variables method application. Kazakhstan, 2: 76-83.
It includes results of F-statistics of the first step of a two- 13. Schneider, F. and D. Enste, 2002. Hiding in the
step regression method for verifying tools relevance and Shadows. The Growth of the Underground Economy,
J-test of over-identifying restrictions on checking IMF. Date view: 3.02.2014. http://www.imf.
exogeneity of instrumental variables. org/external/pubs/ft/issues/issues30/index.htm
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Appendix Result of rolling regression.
[95% confidence interval]

Interval number Quarters Interval begin Qu elasticity in relation to Y --------------------------------
1 1-20. 1995 III -0.204 -0.536 0.129
2 2-21. IV -0.238 -0.565 0.089
3 3-22. 1996 I -0.329 -0.635 -0.023
4 4-23. II -0.328 -0.627 -0.028
5 5-24. III -0.319 -0.623 -0.015
6 6-25. IV -0.368 -0.668 -0.069
7 7-26. 1997 I -0.379 -0.663 -0.094
8 8-27. II -0.384 -0.669 -0.100
9 9-28. III -0.285 -0.605 0.035
10 10-29. IV -0.318 -0.631 -0.005
11 11-30. 1998 I -0.349 -0.652 -0.047
12 12-31. II -0.354 -0.667 -0.041
13 13-32. III -0.428 -0.822 -0.035
14 14-33. IV -0.457 -0.855 -0.060
15 15-34. 1999 I -0.453 -0.824 -0.083
16 16-35. II -0.446 -0.806 -0.086
17 17-36. III -0.411 -0.730 -0.092
18 18-37. IV -0.424 -0.744 -0.103
19 19-38. 2000 I -0.422 -0.746 -0.098
20 20-39. II -0.431 -0.760 -0.102
21 21-40. III -0.455 -0.758 -0.152
22 22-41. IV -0.451 -0.750 -0.151
23 23-42. 2001 I -0.439 -0.742 -0.135
24 24-43. II -0.431 -0.742 -0.120
25 25-44. III -0.461 -0.763 -0.159
26 26-45. IV -0.431 -0.729 -0.133
27 27-46. 2002 I -0.473 -0.786 -0.161
28 28-47. II -0.459 -0.771 -0.148
29 29-48. III -0.557 -0.790 -0.325
30 30-49. IV -0.574 -0.809 -0.338
31 31-50. 2003 I -0.595 -0.836 -0.353
32 32-51. II -0.585 -0.810 -0.359
33 33-52. III -0.633 -0.916 -0.349
34 34-53. IV -0.659 -0.947 -0.371
35 35-54. 2004 I -0.652 -0.946 -0.358
36 36-55. II -0.694 -1.011 -0.376
37 37-56. III -0.820 -1.201 -0.439
38 38-57. IV -0.768 -1.154 -0.382
39 39-58. 2005 I -0.769 -1.153 -0.386
40 40-59. II -0.779 -1.157 -0.400
41 41-60. III -0.808 -1.141 -0.474
42 42-61. IV -0.815 -1.150 -0.480
43 43-62. 2006 I -0.846 -1.181 -0.511
44 44-63. II -0.849 -1.182 -0.516
45 45-64. III -0.875 -1.178 -0.573
46 46-65. IV -0.906 -1.206 -0.606
47 47-66. 2007 I -0.881 -1.180 -0.583
48 48-67. II -0.883 -1.182 -0.584
49 49-68. III -0.832 -1.181 -0.484
50 50-69. IV -0.829 -1.180 -0.478
51 51-70. 2008 I -0.821 -1.171 -0.471
52 52-71. II -0.823 -1.173 -0.473
53 53-72. III -0.749 -1.078 -0.421
54 54-73. IV -0.728 -1.057 -0.398


